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ABSTRACT
To test F. J. Morrison'p conceptualization of reading

disability as the failure to master the' complex irregular system of
rules.governing aound-dymbol correspondence in English (1980), a
study investigated_ the 'speed with which rlisabled and normal readers,
processed shorily vowels, long vowelt, and vowel digraphs. Subjects
'consisted of 'two groups of male students: (1) seven disabled readers
in the thirdi fourth, and fifth grades having a mean IQ score of 103
and a mean #rd recognition grade equivalent score of 3.0; and (2)
seven non - disabled readers in thOksetond and third grades having a
mean IQ adore of 107 and a mean- recognition score of 3.1. Both,

. groups w*re.presented pseudoword pairs on slides and asked to
identifJ a target. word. Reaction time was measured with
voice evated relay and digital millisecond clock counter. The
pseudo ord pairswere formed such that each was, matched with another
that ag. identicaf except for one or two vowels in the medial
posi on. When the effects of type of reader and type of letters in
the' edial positionson rilaction time were assessed, results showed/no
aig ificant effects involving type of reader-or type, of paeudoword.
An naly,is of reaction times for individual words found significant
di ferenceb. An inspection of the effects of practioe o the reaction
ti es foudd differences between disabled and non - disabled readers.
T e need for an empirically supported "complexity scale" is

scussed. (Author/FL)
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Processpg'of Short Vowels

2.

The speed with:which disabled and non-disablel.readers process short

vowels'; long vowels, and vowel digraphs was-investigaed in this study, an.

exploration of Morrison's 1980) conceptualization of reading disability
Ilk

as the failure to master the complex ;Irregular system of rules gomernin

souAd-symbol correspondence in English. Seven disabled and seven non-disabled

readers, all of average intelligence, were presented with pseudoword pairs, on
.

slides, and asked to-identify atarget word. Reaction time was measured with

voice-operated relay and 'digital millisecond clock counter. The pseudoword

pairs were formed such that_each pseudoword was matched with another that was

identical except for one or two 'vowels in the medial position: The eflects of

type,of reader (disabled or nori=dtsabled) and type o*letters in thq medial

position (long vowel , short vowel , vowel digra0) on reaction time were

assessed: There'were no signifcant effects involving type of reader or type

of pseudoword. An analysis of reaction times for Individual words found.

significant differences. An inspection of the effeCts.of practice on the .

reaction times'`' ound differences between disabled and non - disabled readers.
.

The need-for.A empirically Supported "complexity scaled is discussed.
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\4,
The Processing of Short Vowels, Long Vowels,..and Vowel Di grafts

by Disabled and Non - Disabled Readers

Problem

Reading disability is defined as "failuye to master reading

at a level normal for age when this failure is not the result of

a generally debilitning disorder such.as menta411 retardation,

major rain injury or 'severe emotional instability" (Gi-bon &

Levin 11975, p. 485). Most research on reading disability has

explored various cognitive deficits 'including problems in

pe cePtion attention and memory, A single set of explanatory

principles has eluded investigators (Morrison & 1982;

\(e11 uti no, 979) An alternative conceptual i zati on of reading
,

disability has been suggested by Morrisrl (1980). This

conceptualization suggests that the fUndamental problem

experlencqd by the disabled reader is the failure to master

the complex irregular system of rules governing sound-symbol

correspondence in English. There is some evidence that suggests

that reading-disabled children have more difficulty than normal

readers 'in pronouncing words with complex rules as' opposed. to

those' that follow Simple rules. Shankweiler: and Liberman

(1972) found that disabled readers made ore pronunciation erfot's
/
/ ,A.
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on towel units than on consonants while errors of, above average readers'

were more nearly equal. Shankweiler and Liberman (1972} pointed out .

that vowels may be more diffiCult.for disabled readers due to the

complexity of the correspondence rules: 'Vowels commonly involve

multiple correspondences (for exaMple,. a is pronounced differently

in cat, cake, and tall) while consonants and consonant cldsters

typically have'only one or two alternative pronunciations. recent

study by.Calhoun and Allegretti (1983) measured reaction time in

processing vowels and consonants by disabled and non -disabled

readers. Because of the number ofrules governing vowel pronunciation, b

it was hypothesized that vowels would be more difficult to recognize

than consonants, and that short vowels (e.g., "big") would be most

difficUlt. Results, however, did not support this hypothesis. In

process 'rig three-letter words in which -the nd in ale medial position

was eit er a long vowel, consonant, or shot vowel, short vowel'words

were processed significantly faster than other words. The short -

vowel words in this study all followed the consonant-vowel-consonant

pattern.

A different definition of rule complexity may 'account for these

findings. Guthrie. and Seifert (1977) defined a rule as more complex

if it. required the processing of more than-one letter or the processing

of conditional features. Thus,' short vowels (for example, .`bag," "big").

for which a single orthographic unit is mapped directly to a sound

should be'eas:ier to learn than long vowels ("Pine," "cute") and vowel

digraphs ("bait," "bread"). Guthrie and Seifert (1977) found that

It
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complexity scaled,i
4
n this fashion wa'a strong predi tor of the rate

at which ,rules were'acqqired.

"While both Calhoun and Alegretti (1983) and Guthrie and Seifert

(1977) fo nd differences in efficiency in processing.different types

of words r both disabled and non-disabled readers, neither study

found signifiCant.differences betleen the. two types of readers.

These studies, then, fail to support the conceptualization of .reading

disab {lity as. diffifulti in mastering the complex rules of sound- .1.

symbol correspondence A methodological'problem noted in the Guthrie.

f

and Seifert (1977.) study applies equally to the Calhoun and Allegretti

(.1983) study, Since the stimulus words were familiar to all subjects,.

word identification may have .bee'n.mediated by some process.Other-than

sound-symbol translation. It is possible that 'after-the first few .

exposures su4jects' Access. a word's meaning directly from. print rather

than by phonoloy.Na media.Odn (Smith, T97,8). Using pseudo words as

stimuli] would minimize this problem.

This study. tests' the hypothesis. that disabled readers have more

difficulty' with rule complexity in.Wbrd recognition than non-di sabTed

readers by ,making use of pronounceable pseudpwords .rather .than

.

recognizable vocabUlary words. Since pSeudowords have no meaning,

subjects are required td make use of their knowledge o.f'how word.

Segments are' pronounced,. The hypotheses of .this study were as

follows: 4

(1) .Pseudowords 'containing short vowels will be recogniied

faster than psebdowords,containing long vowels or vowel digraphs
*

by bOth disabled and ,non - disabled readers,.

(2) Disabled roaders"Vill'reguire more time ,to process!,

6
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short vowels, long vowels, and vowel digraphs
/

than non-di sabl,ed
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readers,

"'Method

Subjects; Seven disabled and seven. non-disabled readers, all

males, participated in this study. Disabled' readers met the subject

selection criteria.established 'byVellutino (1979) and Guthrie (1973):

all have general intelleatial ability in -the average range and reading

achievement two or more,years below grade placement as measured by,

standardized reading tests. 'An additional criterion ,of at -least 15.

standard score poi nts between academic aptitude and academic achievement

was established, Academic aptitude (IQ) .was Measured by the Peabody

Picture- Vocabulary TestForm M. The range of standard scores was
.

93-1:13, with ,a ..mean of 103. Reading achievement was measured by

the word identification subtest of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests--

Form E Each individual in the disabled group achieved,a word recpg- .

4

nition score significantly below expected achievement levels. Word

recognition, grade equivalent scores ranged from 2.0 - 3.5 with a mean

of. 3.0.,,, The seven boys in the disabled 14eaders group ranged in age

from 9-5 to 11-2 and were i n the' third, fourth, and fifth grades .

4

, Non-disabled readers were males with average a.cadernic aptitude

(standard scores I.= 107, with a range of 98-114) and word re'cogrAtion /

scores in the average range for their grade rlacement 3.1, with

a, range of '2.2L3.9). All were i n the second and thfrd grades. Th/.,

the non-disabled header comparison group was equated to the disabteds

reader' group. on 1Q. and word recognition level .

4i)
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Procedure. Twglve fodr-lettqr pseudowords were constructed,

Four of the pseudowords, followed each of thesepdtterns: short .

vowel *ords; long vowel words; vowel digraph words. Within each

group,,word pairs were formed such 'that kac pseudoword ,will be

matched with another'pseudoword thaediffered only in one or two

vowels. Consonants and consonant placement will be identical , for

.example, ''babe" and "bibe," (See Table :1 for word stimuli.)

Slides were taken of dach oflthe word pairs.

slide projector equipped with voice- operated relay and

h

digital millisecond clock/counter; projected word pairs,. one above

the other, on to a screen.. The experimenter read one of the- two ,

words. presented visually, and the subjecUs)ask was: to:indicate

which .of the two alternatives i,s the...targgt ward. They responded

vocally y saying "top". or ".bottoe; the relay 'stopped the clock

with a. measure of rea<tion time.

,Subjects were tested individually beginming with a training

session and followed ,by 144 experimentaA test trials per subject.

The order of the pseudowords., their position on the slide' and
4r

their. type were -randomly determined.

o

Results
11

The reaction times for variables including type of reader

(disabled or non-disabled); type of pseudOword defined by the

sound in the medial positionfof the word (long.vOwel , short'

vowel, or vowel digraph), and individual words domprising each

word, type were analyzed using Repeated Measures Analysis of

2
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Variance. There were no significant'effects'involOng.type of

a

TA
de;" or _type of pseudpword. A signi*ficant effect of reaction

i e for individual words comprising the long vowel, short vowel,.

and vowel digraph 'was i'ndicated (.F (9,9) 9,..p. < .02). An

analysis.of reaction times indicated that whi le 'significant

differences for short vowel and vowel digraph pseudowordt was

4 poffound, there were significant differencesin reaction times

between the words comprising the long vowel condition.

(F (3,3) F p .°"< .0004). The,.Duncan's Multiple Range

Test analysis indicated that reaction times for long vowel

pseudowords fave and feve were'each significantly longer than

the reaction times required for the other two long vowel words

.bibe and bobb.

An inspection of;the effects of practice on the reaction times

of disabled and non - disabled' readers. found that non- disabled readers

.tended to require about the same amount of time (in milliseconds)

at the-end as at the beginning of the Session-while disabled

readers required longer, reaction times as the session progressed,.

Table 3 reports the mean reaction time '(in msec) tb pseudowords

. (by type) in six segments of the experimental sessions,,

Discussion

Bath this study and earlier study by Calhoun and'Allegretti

(1983) did not find significant differences in reaction.times between

'non-disabled readers and disabled readers, or were significant

differences in reaction times foUnd for differefii typesof words

8%
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or pseudowords. In both studies; however, individual words were

found to require significantly longer reaction times.

'erhfs study hypothesized that pseudowordsWith digraphs and .

long Vowels would require longer reaction times than short vowel.

-pseudowords.because they require processing,of more than one

letter to identify the vowel sound. .While these hypotheses were

not supported, it should be noted that the two Oseudoworvds that

required significantly longerreaction times were long vowel.

words, "fave" and "feve."

It seems possible that a Majorlssue in research exploring,/

.a rule,- complexity explanation of reading disability; lies in the

7r

definitional question of wpat is complex. The Calhoun and
.

Allegretti studies explored both Shankwtiler ant Liberman's .

(1972) postulation that Vowels are more difficult than consonants

-due.to the complexity correspapdence rules and Guthrie and Seifert' s

(0 977) pbstulat on that words are more complex if they requice. tha

processing of ore than one letter or the processing of conditional

features. Neithe heory.of complexity was supported in the

. Calhoun and Allegretti studies, although both Studies did identify

specific words that required significantly longerYeactio'n times.

An empirically supported "complexity scale would seem to be an

jmportant contribution to research in this area. Once agreement

is reached on whfdh type of words involve more complex rules of

sound-symbol correspondence, research on.reaction-time differences

tietween disabled and non-disabled.readeA may prove more fruitful.

10
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Age. differences between the experimental and comparision voups

should also be noted in interpreting those results. hile the groups

were equated in intelligence and word recognition acKievement Ihere was,

an age difference between groups. The disabled readers er in the 9-11

year age range while the normal readers were 7 or 8 years old., 'The

absence of difference 'in the reaCtion time suggests the possibility that

disabled readers' problems in phonetic coding- identified in previous

research (Liberman & Shankweiler, 1,980; Liberman et al., 1977; Perfetti

& Lesgoltj, 1976) may be a developMental lag in contrast to a long term (4.

defiCit. Word recognition grade equivalent scores- may be,useful predictors

of level of Ohonetic coding, Additional research with disabled and.pon-
w

disabled.readers with age controls would be helpful in addressing this )

qupstion;

It isinteresting to, note 'a difference bettqeen disabled and non-

disabled readers in their reaction times through the course of the 40-.

minute individual sessions, in the experiment, While the reaction times

of normal readers remained fairly constant, reaction time of disable

readers lengthened as the.session progressed, Problem4 with fatigue and

selective attention may indeed be the,cOntributingfactors to the special.

problems of disabled readers (Keogh & Margolis,. 1976; Ross, 1976) ,

In, their review of cogniOve processes of reading disability, Morriso41_,
er

and Manis (1982)' suggest that, the severity and specificity of reading,

disability can be attributed to the difficul ,ty of three tasks that are

developmentally linked or dependent on one another; developing sophisticat-

ed readingsand comprehension skillsdepends on having automated word-

:decoding operatiqns, which in turn comes about through mastery of the

7.
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.symbol -sound correspondence rules, Further research. on .thp theme,.of

rule complexity will be; needed to explore this important theoretical

framework .:. A strong. need to resolve. definitional issues in rule*

compl exity is apparent.

^
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Table 1

Word Stlmuli.

*- Proces.sing of Short Vowels

12 1

Type of Pseudoword 2 Pseudoword Pairs
9-

4-
Short Vowels

Long Vowels

Vowel. Digraphs

'

.8

13

N

namm
, nimm

dess

'duss.,

bite

bobe

fave
"feve

nuit

nait

toap
teap

,4)

A
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Table 2'

Mean. Reaction Times (MSEC) for Disabled

Readers and None.Disabled Readers.

Pseudowords

Long Vowel

Ifil

Mean

bibe 1 1448

boUt 2 . 1450

far. 3 1708

feve 4 160

Short Vowel

1711dess 5

duss 6' 1725

namm r 1589

nimm 8 1671

Vowel /Digraph'

1606nait 9

nuit 10 1586

telap 11 1538

toap b2 1631

t
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Table
4

Mean Reaction Times of Disabled and

Non-Disabled Readers Over Trials
(MSEC)

IP

Disabled Readers

1 1549
2 1501

3 - 1563
46 1628
5 1644
6 1882

s

4

Pr.

4

5

O

Non-disabled Readers

1540
1567

1615

1546
16L7
16D6

.

o

14,
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